JDA Warehouse Management Cloud:
Drive Agility and Efficiency — Faster and More Affordably Than Ever
JDA Warehouse Management has helped hundreds of
companies master the efficient execution of inventory
management and order fulfillment processes — even
in today’s world of constant disruptions and surprises.
Leading manufacturers, retailers, distributors and
third-party logistics providers (3PLs) rely on JDA
Warehouse Management to maximize the efficiency
of their daily operations, while also enabling agility
and responsiveness when the unexpected occurs.
With the introduction of JDA Warehouse Management
Cloud, it’s faster and more affordable than ever to
implement this powerful solution and begin realizing
the benefits.
Companies can achieve a dramatic reduction in their
total cost of software ownership by relying on JDA
WM Cloud for deployment, management, staging
and monitoring. Not only are internal staff freed to
focus on higher-value activities, but the steep capital
expenses associated with IT infrastructure
are replaced with a flexible pricing model that
reflects actual software and cloud usage.

New to the Cloud? Rely on JDA, Your
Trusted Partner
Most businesses today are exploring the value of a
cloud approach for hosting and managing their critical
solutions, including JDA Warehouse Management.
Given the fast-paced, ever-changing nature of
warehouse management — as well as the sheer
number of products, employees and tasks involved
— the elastic capacity and 24-7 availability of cloud
computing makes this approach an obvious solution.
However, some businesses are investing in private
clouds, or contracting with commercial, third-party
cloud providers who host a wide range of offthe-shelf software. These options fall short when
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WM Cloud: Real Results

By leveraging JDA WM Cloud to implement
and manage JDA Warehouse Management,
companies can realize a range of benefits,
including:
• Reduced time to value. Software is up and
running faster, leading to a rapid return on
investment.
• Access to the newest software and latest
IT resources. Via JDA WM Cloud, customers
always have access to the newest software
features and functionality. JDA also provides
access to world-class IT resources with zero
capital investments.
• Lower cost of ownership. Via a softwareas-a-service (SaaS) model, customers benefit
from the most cost-effective approach to
access the power of JDA.
• Increased availability and uptime. JDA
WM Cloud offers multiple service levels
and seasonal pricing to align customers’
investments with their needs. Robust backup
and delivery can also be custom-tailored
to meet the needs of the most demanding
warehouse environments.
• A foundation for the Autonomous Supply
Chain. With seamless linkage to JDA’s nextgeneration artificial intelligence solutions,
Luminate Warehouse Tasking and Luminate
Control Tower, JDA WM Cloud makes
customer supply chains more cognitive and
automated.

compared to JDA WM Cloud, which is built specifically
for the way warehouses, and warehouse employees,
work every day. It’s also configured specifically for
the features and functionality of JDA Warehouse
Management.
User-friendly interfaces and workflows make it easy
to manage everyday tasks like receiving, inventory
control and order processing via the cloud. All the
essential information warehouse managers and
employees need is placed right at their fingertips.
Not only does JDA WM Cloud deliver a secure
environment that protects customers’ sensitive
data — a tremendous area of focus for CIOs in an
increasingly direct-to-consumer business environment
— but it also eliminates the significant time and costs
associated with building and maintaining cloudcomputing resources. Companies always have access
to the latest hardware and processors, without the
need to make continuing capital investments. In
addition, daily administrative tasks — such as software
upgrades, patches and system maintenance — are
managed seamlessly and invisibly by JDA.
With more than 4,000 customers worldwide, who
knows JDA software better than JDA? Companies just
exploring the cloud can minimize their risk, maximize
their return on investment and accelerate performance
results by relying on JDA. As the industry leader and
a trusted partner, JDA is uniquely qualified to host
and manage customers’ software and associated
IT resources — providing a “one-stop shopping”
approach that simply makes good business sense.

Industry-Leading Capabilities — Now
Available in the JDA Cloud
The world’s leading manufacturers, retailers,
distributors and 3PLs leverage the powerful
capabilities of JDA Warehouse Management daily to
visualize and control every aspect of their warehouse
operations. JDA WM Cloud supports all the best
practices and best-in-class workflows that underlie
JDA Warehouse Management — developed based on
JDA’s work with hundreds of warehousing leaders.

and employee engagement. It is also the industry’s
most robust solution for modeling engineered
standards, allowing supervisors to quickly evaluate
performance using advanced methods. JDA
Warehouse Management also facilitates quality
assurance and traceability. Some of today’s biggest
logistics challenges, including recalls and returns,
are easily managed via this proven solution.
Via JDA WM Cloud, workflows can be customized
to the way each company’s warehouse actually
works on an everyday basis, including specialized
activities, workforce policies and inventory
management guidelines. Early-warning systems
and performance metrics minimize the element of
surprise — and ensure that the entire warehouse
stays on track. A role-based user experience
shows each employee only the information that’s
relevant to his or her tasks, streamlining software
interactions and eliminating redundancies.
By accessing the sophisticated business analytics
in JDA Warehouse Management via the JDA WM
Cloud, companies can empower their employees to
tap into big data and make fact-based decisions —
without the need for specialized training or external
consultants.
In addition, the real-time, 24-7 availability of
information provided by JDA WM Cloud reveals any
risks of performance degradation, so environmental
tuning can be performed proactively before impacts
manifest themselves to end users.
Offering all the features and functionality of JDA
Warehouse Management — via a user-friendly, costeffective cloud approach — JDA WM Cloud delivers
value faster than ever. As the software is up and
running in days, not weeks, companies can begin
to achieve performance results and a return on
investment quickly, while also enjoying the longterm benefits of increased efficiency, visibility,
speed and responsiveness.

Using JDA, you can plan to deliver.
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For example, JDA Warehouse Labor Management,
which shares a common platform and database
schema, streamlines and automates workforce
planning and scheduling, performance management
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